MEMORANDUM

DATE: 7/17/14

TO: Carbon Power Plan for Existing Power Plants; Docket Id: OAR–2013-0602

FROM: Region 5, EPA

SUBJECT: 7/16/14, Conference Call Regarding Proposed Carbon Power Plan for Existing Power Plants

SUMMARY

A conference call was held between EPA and the attendees listed below on July 16, 2014 to discuss the proposed Carbon Power Plan for Existing Power Plants. R5 states submitted questions that were addressed by OAP and OAQPS during the call. The Carbon Power Plan for Existing Power Plants was proposed on June 2, 2014.

ATTENDEES

* EPA Staff from OAP, OAQPS and Region 5 (phone)
* Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources staff (phone)
* Wisconsin State Energy Office staff (phone)
* Illinois EPA staff (phone)
* Minnesota Pollution Control Agency staff (phone)
* Indiana Department of Environmental Management staff (phone)
* Indiana Office of Energy Development staff (phone)
* Michigan Public Service Commission staff (phone)
* Michigan Department of Environmental Quality staff (phone)
* Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (phone)
* Ohio Development Services Agency (phone)

(While roll call was taken it was difficult to hear everyone identifying themselves individually.)